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About This Game

Hop on the Puzzle Train with us!

For thousands of years people have dreamed about traveling.

As a species we have achieved a lot - millions of railroad kilometers, endless highways and the fact that at any given moment
there are half a million people flying around in the sky. We are even on the verge of space-tourism. However, the most

important journey is still beyond our reach... Or is it?

The Ancient Greeks built the first railroads around the year 600 BCE.

In 1895 the Lumiere Brothers were the first to capture a train on a moving picture.

These are two amazing achievements but we need to evolve further.

In 2018, The House of Fables has combined virtual reality with a childhood dream. We created a video game which offers you
the chance to relive those innocent memories.

Virtual Reality gives us more than we realize. Time-travel isn’t a physical reality (as far as we know), but a ride down the
memory line is.
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We developed Trains VR as a bridge between the present and the past.
A childhood dream combined with the newest technology.

Hop on the locomotive and travel back to your past!

Don’t try to time-travel to your past. Bring it back with Trains VR!

Trains VR is a puzzle game that gives you the ultimate opportunity to find the best-fitting solution to railroad problems and
relive your childhood:

Challenge yourself with 40 levels of logical puzzles that have multiple solutions.

Dive into a fantasy world of locomotives, train stations and magical stars that you will have to collect.

Become a master builder and the fastest conductor of all!

Build, Ride, Fail, Repeat and solve puzzles!!
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Publisher:
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Again, give this game a go. It is just as good as the sequel, and is super cute and fun! I really would love to see more games like
this. This game you do have to buy, but it is definitely worth the price-- especially for fans of the original. The original game is
on steam and free, so give it a try. You won't be dissappointed!

9/10. https://youtu.be/NReWVDDBUI0. This game has "WOW" written all over it....It's an amazing VR experience...
I set graphic setting to Epic and resolution to Max and had a total blast..
If you own a VR headset this is a must buy..... Won't run. Went through all the suggestions on forums and none of the supposed
fixes worked. Worthless and a rip-off. The fact that Steam has a no-refund policy in these cases is theft and I'm reporting this to
my Attorney General's office.. Battlezone is an incredible blast to play in a group! I love the tank, dps, healer trinity that can be
built if you designate roles to the team members and focus your mods and upgrades accordingly. juggle team shared revives,
skill based reloads with very beneficial damage buffs if you can land it! On top of this, the campaign map that players progress
on has a unique turn based table top element to it.

There is an unexpected amount of depth to this rouge-like tank game! With achievement specific unlocks for new tank outloads
to the play the game with!

Coming from someone who has played 300 hours in Elite Dangerous, 40 of which were in VR, I can attest that this game
remains to be a fantstic cockpit experience, while just using the gamepad (No HOTAS).. Chakiya surely a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665....That's why I love her so much lol. Just played it a little but I can say this game is awesome!
It's cute, it's funny and very simple to play. I was really needing to play this kind of game :)

EDIT: oh yeah... the puzzles are difficult :( not that it's a bad thing :). Really good game for which 3 people develop it. Has a lot
of potential - keep it up!
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fail game; dont buy it!. that boy is hot. Great challenging and enjoyable tower defense game. Highly recommended if you enjoy
strategy / tower defense games.. Good fun time, challenging and varied enough to warrant coming back periodically. A few
unusual and welcome ideas, such as the alternating buffs/nerfs for each levels, and Rogue-lite elements including in-level
upgrades costing loot - forcing you to make quick choices in the middle of a level, often in the midsts of a fight!

For the price it's a good fun time, filling in spare 20 minutes here and there. Nothing remarkable, but perfectly playable and fun
to do so, and different enough from similar games to warrant keeping one's library.

It's had enough updates already to give hope that more will be forthcoming to further flesh it out. It's the only Early Access title
I've so far bought and I'm therefore pleased to say it puts me in the surprising position of having a 100% success rate with EA :)

(I'm also pleasantly surprised to find the in-game currency is £ - I can't remember the last time I saw a game do that, maybe not
since the days of the Spectrum :) ). It\u00b4s a tricky game. Easy to learn, hard to master.
10\/10 Would buy again.. Very hard 10/10 .

Very cheap and fun.

How to destroy a friendship.
1.Take a friend.
2.Challenge him to finish this game.
3.Let him play.
4.Cheat Engine
5.$$$
6.Profit.. This soundtrack wouldn't be out of place in an epic action flick.. Great game, just for me already graphically old. Who
would mind nowadays older graphics, I recommend. On the other hand, he ran with V-SYNC ON in maximum details and 16x
MSAA :-) Constantly 60fps. Blanco is a really fun game. It's your regular 3d platformer but with 8-bit styled graphics.

Pros :
Almost everything

Cons :

Level selection is difficult, but once you figure it out, your likely to do a good job for the rest.

If you don't like challange DO NOT PLAY! I like challanges so I love this game. The demo design is different from the full
game though:\/.

10\/10
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